
PERSONAL PROFILE
As full-stack software developer with a background in
event production and management, I bring a unique
blend of creativity, technical expertise, and real-world
understanding to projects.

My journey from orchestrating seamless events to
crafting elegant software solutions has equipped me
with a diverse skill set and a keen eye for detail.
Whether it's designing intuitive user interfaces or
architecting robust backend systems, I thrive on the
challenge of transforming ideas into functional and
impactful products.

I am deadline driven and understand the importance
of effective communication, meticulous planning, and
adapting to dynamic environments. 

TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE 

PROJECTS 

Tech Stack: C#/.NET - React - Bootstrap
A comprehensive bar and inventory management
software coupled with a user-friendly point-of-sale
system. Barkeep aims to streamline operations for
bars and restaurants by offering robust inventory
tracking, real-time sales analytics, and an intuitive
POS interface for efficient customer transactions. 
Designed to enhance operational efficiency, inventory
accuracy, and overall customer satisfaction.

Barkeep

J U N I O R  F U L L  S T A C K  S O F T W A R E  D E V E L O P E R  

Logan Van Meter

Junior Full Stack Developer 

Intensive full-time 6-month software development immersive training program
focusing on full stack (C#/.NET) development fundamentals and problem solving.
The final half of the program is executed in a simulated company environment with
Scrum methodology.

Entertainment production and management company focused on the career growth
of independent artists and venues .

NewForce 

Applied object-oriented programming fundamentals through team-based
projects that reflect real world business problems
Collaborated remotely on projects using Slack and Zoom
Managed source code version control with Git/ GitHub
Applied JavaScript, HTML, and CSS fundamentals to build a feature-rich
social media dashboard
Leveraged native ES6 module bundling to build DRY, reusable components
Designed and built single-page applications with React using Hooks
Designed applications through white boarding dependencies and building
ERD’s
Built and interacted with databases using SQL and ADO.NET
Developed a blog management platform in ASP.NET, MVC, and Razor
templates in Visual Studio 2022
Created RESTful Web API with C#/ .NET Core and connected it to a React
front-end
Built and maintained integration tests in .NET Core

Aug 2023-Present

Creative Director
Molly Blossom Arts LLC

Created and delivered print and web assets to clients by deadline.
Consulted on systems to scale client’s career growth and development.
Managed event production pipeline for various venues in collaboration with
clients. 
Implemented current design and web trends, and maintained proficiency in
the software and coding languages to achieve those trends.
Worked with over 200 venues and clients across 27 states.
Sold international talent and immersive experiences to clients according to
budget and scope of the project.
Managed social media marketing strategies and implementation including
KPI and target demographic analysis while staying on budget.
Collaborated with clients to diversify their revenue streams across services
provided and merchandise sold.
Managed client tour schedules, travel itineraries, and contracts

07/2013 - Present

WORK EXPERIENCE 
https://github.com/loganvanmeter/Barkeep

Tech Stack: React - Bootstrap
Making entertainment happen, ShowGo is an event
management software designed to simplify event
planning processes. It allows users to effortlessly
organize and coordinate various aspects of events,
from vendor management to financial reporting.
ShowGo generates comprehensive run-of-show
documents for all event vendors and designated
groups, optimizes efficiency, enhances collaboration,
and elevates the overall experience of event
organizers and participants alike.

ShowGo

https://github.com/loganvanmeter/ShowGo

N E W F O R C E ,  A U G U S T  2 0 2 3  - P R E S E N T
Software Development Training Program
In Partnership with MountwestCTC 

EDUCATION  

(540)-664-7441
vanmeterlj@gmail.com https://github.com/loganvanmeter

www.linkedin.com/logan-van-meter

J A M E S  M A D I S O N  U N I V S E R S I T Y   
2 0 0 7  - 2 0 1 2
BFA Fine Arts

https://github.com/loganvanmeter/Barkeep
https://github.com/loganvanmeter/ShowGo

